1982 honda nighthawk 750
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air-cooled , transverse , in-line four-cylinder engine motorcycle made by Honda over several
generations for year models â€” as well as with an upright or standard riding posture. Though
other manufacturers had marketed the transverse, overhead camshaft , inline four-cylinder
engine configuration and the layout had been used in racing engines prior to World War II,
Honda popularized the configuration with the CB, and the layout subsequently became the
dominant sport bike engine layout. The CB was the first motorcycle to be called a "superbike.
Honda of Japan introduced the CB motorcycle to the US and European markets in after
experiencing success with its smaller motorcycles. In the late s Honda motorcycles were,
overall, the world's biggest sellers. Profits from these production bikes financed the successful
racing machines of the s, and lessons learned from racing were applied to the CB The CB was
targeted directly at the US market after Honda officials, including founder Soichiro Honda ,
repeatedly met US dealers and understood the opportunity for a larger bike. In American
Honda's service manager Bob Hansen [13] [14] flew to Japan and discussed with Soichiro
Honda the possibility of using Grand Prix technology in bikes prepared for American
motorcycle events. Hansen told Soichiro Honda that he should build a 'King of Motorcycles' [
failed verification ] and the CB appeared at the Tokyo Show in November and was publicly
launched in UK at the Brighton , England motorcycle show held at the Metropole Hotel
exhibition centre during April , [16] [17] with an earlier press-launch at Honda's London
headquarters, [16] [17] the pre-production versions appearing with a high and very wide
handlebar intended for the US market. The three Japanese-prepared machines all failed during
the race with Mann just holding on to win by a few seconds with a failing engine. They finished
in eighth and ninth places. In , Japanese rider Morio Sumiya finished in sixth place in the
Daytona Mile race on a factory Under development for a year, [22] the CB had a transverse,
straight-four engine with a single overhead camshaft SOHC and a front disc brake, neither of
which was previously available on a mainstream, affordable, production motorcycle. Cycle
magazine called the CB, "the most sophisticated production bike ever", on the bike's
introduction. The CB was the first modern four-cylinder machine from a mainstream
manufacturer, [24] and the term superbike was coined to describe it. Much-later models from
included maintenance-free hydraulic valves. Unable to accurately gauge demand for the new
bike, Honda limited its initial investment in the production dies for the CB by using a technique
called permanent mold casting often erroneously referred to as sandcasting rather than
diecasting for the engines [25] â€” unsure of the bike's reception. The bike remained in the
Honda line up for ten years, with a production total over , Year and model code: [27]. Although
the two-speed transmission includes a torque converter typical of an automatic transmission,
the transmission does not automatically change gears for the rider. The selected gear remains
selected until changed by the rider, or the kickstand is lowered which shifts the transmission to
neutral. The design of the transmission is similar in concept to the transmission in Honda's NAT
, [31] [34] a kei car sold in Japan from to The same oil is used for the engine and transmission,
and the engine was changed to a wet sump instead of dry sump type. A lockout safety device
prevents the transmission from moving out of neutral if the side stand is down. There is no
tachometer but the instruments include a fuel gauge and gear indicator. For the gearing was
revised, and the exhaust changed to a four-into-two with a silencer on either side. From through
, with the exception of several years, Honda produced a CB known as the Nighthawk In Honda
Japan announced the sale of a new CB very similar to the models sold in the s. From Wikipedia,
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Wikimedia Commons. Honda Dream CB Four [1]. Sport bike or standard. SOHC [41]. DOHC [44].
DOHC [45]. VENAC [ clarification needed ]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda CB
Verza CB Verza. MegaPro CBR Streetfire. CB Nighthawk. CBF Hornet, CMXC Rebel. CMX Rebel.
NM4 Vultus. VF Magna. VTC Shadow. VTCX Fury. VTT Shadow Ace. GLC Valkyrie. VTCS Sabre.
NTV Deauville. VFR Interceptor. ST Pan-European. GL Gold Wing. XLV Varadero. NX Dominator.
VFRX Crossrunner. VFRX Crosstourer. All rights reserved. More on this:. The donor is brought
to life by an air-cooled DOHC inline-four engine, with sixteen valves and a healthy displacement
of cc. At 9, revs, this bad boy will gladly summon up to 65 wild ponies, while a feral torque
output of 41 pound-feet 56 Nm will be produced at around 7, rpm. Additionally, the factory
lighting units have been discarded to make way for LED alternatives. Up front, the stock forks
received a set of progressive springs, while rear suspension duties are taken care of by
aftermarket shock absorbers. To bring about some extra stopping power, fresh discs, sprockets
and brake lines were also added. After blessing the inline-four engine with a thorough overhaul,
the pros installed new carbs and a custom two-into-one exhaust system. On the other hand, the
engine, frame and wheels were treated to a sinister coat of satin black. Honda cb nighthawk
brogue motorcycles marilyn custom aftermarket Dyna. HONDA models:. You will only receive
our top stories, typically no more than 5 per day yes no. Make Honda. Model Nighthawk. Clean
NJ Title! Bone Stock from Factory! Only 12K Original Miles! The cc, air cooled, 4-stroke engine
has only 12K original miles on it. Bone stock right from the factory. Bike is Blue in color and the
paint is in excellent shape. Chrome including the exhaust is in very nice shape. Seat on the bike
is in great shape with no rips or tears. Inside the gas tank is spotless and outside the tank is in
good condition other than one very small ding on the top right side. Tires are not dry rotted and
still have life left in them. Chain and sprocket are in good shape. The bike has mag wheels and
front air forks, double disc front brakes, and rear drum brake are in good working order. All of
the electric on the bike works. With a shot of starting fluid, the bike starts right up. In order to
make her road worthy again she will need the battery to be changed, carbs cleaned, and front
fork seals will need to be changed. The bike is bone stock and is in very good condition. Bike is
being sold in AS IS Condition with no warranty expressed or implied, no refunds or exchanges.
Remaining balance is due within 7 Days after deposit is made and must be paid in cash upon
pickup or before pickup unless previous arrangements have been made with us. We reserve the
right to to cancel any offers if deposit is not made within 30 minutes. Open to US Buyers only.
For sale is my Honda Nighthawk. I bought this bike for a commuter back and forth to work
30miles one way. It did a fine job of that and running around town. It's a great rider, starts right
up and rides nice. Plenty of power vs weight. Cosmetically it does have some pitting and small
patches of rust here and there. It is totally original and unmolested. The seat is in fair condition
with a couple of small cuts. It comes with the rear rack you see on it. I have the side bar trim for
both sides if you want to take the rack off. Here's what has been done recently: I bought it from
a motorcycle mechanic that works on 's - s in Naples. He has totally gone thru the bike
mechanically. It shows because it starts up immediately and runs terrific. I rebuilt the front
brake master cylinder and flushed out the brake fluid with fresh DOT motorcycle rated fluid. I
also bought and installed brand new Shinko tires with the ceramic bead balancers. The tires are
barely scrubbed in. No miles on them essentially. You could ride the bike home anywhere in
Florida for sure. I have clean title, this is ready to go. Only reason for selling. Can't justify two
bikes. Model CB. Purchased from Harley Davidson of Macon, Ga. Total restoration. Have done
compression check, link down check all were good. New valve schemes in the head to bring to
speck. New stators and rectifier. Two new ignition coil. New NGK racing spark plug wires. New

spark plugs , battery and blinker relay switch. Rebuilt carburetor and added jet kit. New UNI
carburetor filter and four into one Mac muffler , removable baffle. Installed new brake master
cylinder with new pads on front and rear. New Sunline clutch perch and lever. Also installed
new drag handle bars and new coil over rear shocks. Rebuilt front forks and added new
sprockets and chain. Powder coated rims , sprocket and sprocket nuts, front calabar nuts , foot
brake lever and foot clutch lever. Painted with automobile paint : frame, front forks, rear tail
section, gas tank and front fender. Painted motor with high temp. Hand fabricated rear seat ,
that is made out of metal. Also fabricated gas tank and front finder. Please contact me at ask for
Chris. I have a Honda cb nighthawk that I'm looking to sell. It's in great running condition, starts
right up every time. Recently replaced the spark plugs. Miles are 18,xxx Great starter bike
asking 1, or best offer. I have title in hand and it is clean. Pulsating Light system. Chatterbox
with leads, but no headsets. Air Chargable Front Forks. All Accessories seem to work fine.
Rides Fantastic. One Cracked Side Cover. Idles a little bit rough and is very cold blooded, so
probably needs the Carburetors Syncronized or rebuilt. When the front brake is applied, it
doesn't release properly. Vintage bike with quad exhaust would make excellent mod-project.
Starts and shifts. Rear brake is good front brake is inoperative. Bike was in storage for a long
time and is ready for a new owner who can dedicate some time to it. Running survivor with 21,
miles. Needs fine tuning on the carbs, the seat recovered and it has some scratches on the tank.
Perfect vintage bike for building a cafe racer or just ride it,. Silver on Graphite. Bike torn down,
gone through and repainted, reassembled with new paint on frame. New Dunlops, kevlar fr.
Secondary fuel filter. Custom seat perfect fit with all electronics relocated neatly under seat and
easily accessible. Frame tabs ground off and solid tail hoop, MIG welded with inner
reinforcements, done right. Custom footpegs and brake pedal. Bike is super comfortable with
sport feel. Bike is well under lbs now with mods and all the covers and massive chrome ex
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haust removed. Note, rare solid matching front rim no rivets like most from that year. Blast to
drive. Starts and runs good. Drove it all summer. Still needs a good tune up in a shop, carbs
synch'd, air fuel mix adjusted for optimum performance. Needs new fork seals. Hypo ignition is
next step to crank this baby up. Need to sell to pay bills. Best offers welcome. Model HAWK.
Great starter bike. Runs like a charm and really fast. Have put a large amount of work into and
have receipts for proof. New ignition, throttle, battery, brakes, fluids, charging system, etc.
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